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The Four Rivers Restoration Project of Korea is to restore the Han, Nakdong, Geum and 

Yeongsan Rivers and to provide water security, flood control and ecosystem vitality. 

The project will also prevent natural disasters such as floods and droughts, protect the 

environment and promote historical and cultural tourism. The project will result in the 

creation of many new jobs, furthering economic growth that also broadens the horizon 

of Korea’s green growth initiative.

Water Security 1.3 billion m3   |   Flood Control Capacity 920 million m3   |   Dredging 450 million m3
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A world suffering from a lack of water management

A world suffering from widespread water shortages 

A world suffering from unclean water

Water resource management is a critical factor in national security; 

a government responsibility that must be fulfilled through 

strong political will.

Yeongsan River flowing next to Dayaddeul (Photographed by Yoo Hyeong-min. 2009 Korean River Picture Contest) 
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NECESSITY

Panoramic view of the Juksan Weir on the Yeongsan River (July 2011)



Near the Gangjeong Weir, the Nakdong River 
is covered by heaps of earth due to long-term 
sedimentation (October 2009)

The Nakdong River, which frequently suffers from flood damage as a result of localized 
heavy rain in the summer. Typhoon Maemi completely flooded the village of Daejeong in 
Guji-myeon, Dalseong-gun, Daegu (September 2003)

Korea’s annual rainfall is 1,277mm, which is higher than 

the world average of 807mm. However, it is primarily 

seasonal with 70% of annual rain falling in the short rainy 

season. Approximately 74% out of 129.7 billion m3 of 

Korea’s overall water resources evaporate or flow directly 

into the ocean, and only about 33.3 billion m3 (26% of 

Korea’s total water resources) remain available.

Localized torrential downpours in the summer result in 

flood damages. The damages caused by floods in the 

last decade are valued at approx. 12.4 billion USD (annual 

average of approx. 1.24 billion USD).

In contrast, severe droughts occur in the dry seasons of 

autumn and winter and have recently resulted in drinking 

water shortages that threaten people’s lives. Severe 

droughts hitting the nation every seven years since the 

1990s are leading to chronic damage.

Category Nationwide Han River Nakdong River Geum River
Yeongsan River,

Seomjin River
Other Rivers

Human fatalities
(persons)

658 164 123 44 25 302

Victims of flooding
(loss of homes, etc.) (persons) 

239,218 73,896 43,491 7,044 9,808 104,979

Total value of damages
(100million KRW)

148,199 28,825 38,323 9,034 7,095 64,922

Value of flood damage over the last decade

Year Damage

1994 ~ 1995 86 cities and counties; drought area of 173,269 hectares

2001 86 cities and counties; limited water supply to 304,815 persons

2002 23 cities and counties; limited water supply to 92,838 persons

2008 ~ 2009
77 cities and counties; limited water supply to 228,068 persons,

water transported from other areas to supply water to 51,800 persons

Drought damage since the 1990s
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Characteristics of water resources
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Monthly precipitation (mean of 10 years)
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Since 65% of the nation’s territory is covered with 

mountains, Korea has extremely vulnerable topographical 

conditions for water resource management. This makes 

water management difficult. Moreover, thick layers of 

sediment accumulated on riverbeds over time cause 

overflows into neighboring lands even when a small 

amount of rainfall occurrs. In addition, intensive use of 

rivers by citizens is increasing, leading to greater pollution 

and degradation of river ecosystems.

General status of the areas where the four
rivers are passing through

- Local governments : 72 municipalities which account for  

   31% of the total 234 cities, districts, and counties 

- Population : 15.68 million persons (as of 2005),  

  accounting for 33.2% of the national population

  (47.28 million persons) 

- Administrative division area :  30,436km2 

  (30.5% of national territory)

According to the fourth report (2007) issued by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which 

was established to take action against global climate 

changes, global temperatures will rise by 2.0 to 3.8°C and 

rainfall will increase by approximately 3% by 2,100 due 

to global warming and other aspects of climate change. 

East Asia is confronted with a temperature increase 

of approximately 3°C and a sharp rise in such unusual 

weather phenomena as floods and droughts.

Caused by climate change, global warming causes more 

than simply rising temperatures. It triggers imbalances 

or shortages of water, which is the most fundamental 

resource for human survival. Because rising temperatures 

increase the amount of evapotranspiration, it will change 

the patterns of precipitation, which is a major source of 

water resources.

Korea is no exception according to research published by 

the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA). Research 

results indicate that the number of days with heavy 

rainfall of 80mm or more have increased from an annual 

average 20 days to 31 days in the 50 years from 1954 to 

2003. This trend will likely gain speed in the 21st century. 

Climate change has put Korea in a situation where it 

needs to worry about both drought and flooding. The 

Four Rivers Restoration Project is extremely meaningful 

for Korea as a wise solution for climate change adaptation. 

Rivers of Korea Threat from climate change

HAN RIVER

GEUM RIVER

NAKDONG RIVER

YEONGSAN RIVER

The Yeongsan River, which became safe from floods thanks to improving river channels and river banks (September 2011)
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THE 
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The Sangju Weir in the uppermost stream of the Nakdong River



Project
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THE INITIATIVE

To take preemptive measures against floods caused by 

climate change, the plan is to dredge sediments from the 

riverbed so as to prepare for 200-year periodic flooding, 

reinforce dilapidated levees, and build flood control 

detentions. This results in a flood control storage capacity 

of 920 million m3. From 2009 through 2011, approximately 

450 million m3 of deposit soil in rivers was dredged, 

leading to a reduction of 2m to 4m in the water levels 

of the tributaries of the four rivers. Despite heavy rain in 

2011, there was a considerable decrease in flooding of 

farmlands and homes located in four river basins as well as 

flooding of various public facilities compared to previous 

years. 

Plans have been drawn up to construct 16 movable 

weirs, elevating existing agricultural reservoir banks, and 

building small- to mid-sized dams, thereby securing a 

sufficient amount of water totaling 1.3 billion m3 in order 

to prepare for water shortages. The weirs are designed to 

be movable so as to discharge silt that is deposited at the 

riverbed over time and to control the amount of water 

according to weather conditions. 

Flood Control
Dredging : 450 million m3

Detentions : 5 places
Reinforcing dilapidated levees : 784km

Lowering flood water levels (2 - 4m)

Water Security
Movable weirs : 16
Dams : 2
Elevating agricultural reservoir banks : 96

Secure 1.3 billion m3 of water

Water Quality
Improvement

Sewage treatment facilities : 1,281
Total-phosphorus treatment facilities : 233

Swimmable water 76% → 86%

Ecological
Restoration

Ecological wetlands : 11.8 million m2

Fish-ways : 33 sites
Improve natural ecology & promote eco-tourism

Waterfront
Development

Bicycle paths : 1,757km
Tourist attraction sites : 36

Better quality of life

Project scopes & effects

The Baekje Weir of the Geum River where a fish-way is under construction

How deposit soil in rivers is dredged in preparation for flooding

Levee

Current Flood Level

The previous practice of
reinforcing levees

Newly introduced flood
control measures

Widening the span
of the river

Lowering the flood level
through dredging



Inside of a small-scale hydropower plant at the Baekje Weir of 
the Geum River

Small-scale hydropower plant at the Sejong Weir of the Geum  
River, where operation was launched

1  Colony of Danyang aster yomena of 
the South Han River that is receiving 
legal protection as a second-grade 
endangered species

2  Eco-friendly fish-way of the Gangjeong 
   Goryeong Weir of the Nakdong River

3  Event held at the Geum River to set 
free young Gobiobotia brevibarba, an 
endangered species

4  A worker is releasing fish nearby the Gumi 
    Weir of the Nakdong River 

5  An event held at Hoi Stream, a tributary of 
   the Nakdong River, to release Gobiobotia 
     nakdongensis, an endangered species

The Four Rivers 
Restoration Project
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A small-scale hydropower plant with a capacity of 800 to 

5,000kW was built at each weir to produce eco-friendly, 

clean energy of an hourly 50,756kW. It generates 271 

million kWh of electricity per year; enough to satisfy the 

demand of 58,000 households, replace crude oil imports 

of 454 thousand barrels, result in foreign currency savings 

of approximately 33.3 million USD and reduce carbon 

dioxide effects of 183,000  tons per year.

The project will also improve the water quality of the 

rivers to an average of grade 2 (Biochemical Oxygen 

Demand of 3ppm or less) by 2012 through riverine 

farmland relocation and environmental infrastructure 

expansion to a total of 1,281 facilities (Total-phosphorus 

treatment facilities, sewage treatment facilities, green 

algal reduction facilities, etc). Furthermore, a water quality 

tele-monitoring system and a total maximum daily load 

system will improve the water quality significantly.

The project includes restoring the habitats of plants and 

wild animals. Twenty-three eco-friendly fish-ways near the

weirs were installed to prevent them from being cut off 

between the upper and lower regions of the rivers, and 11

endangered fish species have been bred. 6,643 hectares 

of farmland including a total of 33,162 greenhouses were 

relocated from the terrace land on the rivers and the areas

were turned into wetlands, eco-parks and sports fields for

local people.

The waterfronts have been revived into multipurpose 

spaces that bring together lifestyle, leisure, tourism, 

culture, and economy. In addition to building bicycle lanes 

stretching 1,757 kilometers, a total of 454 sport facilities, 

including 65 soccer fields and 45 baseball fields, and a 

total of 1,529 campsites, with a capacity of 520 camping 

cars, were built. These changes have brought cultural 

infrastructure to the local communities.

The Four Rivers Cultural Centers were built on five sites 

near the four rivers : the Gangjeong Goryeong Weir, 

the Gangcheon Weir, the Baekje Weir, the Seungchon 

Weir, and Eulsuk Island. These cultural centers increased 

people’s overall understanding of water, while shedding 

new light on regional history. They also serve to remind 

visitors of the significance of the Four Rivers Restoration 

Project.
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Paradigm shift in river management

Rivers are the source of abundant, clear water resources 

and an important ecological corridor for fauna and flora. 

They are assets, owned by none yet shared by all, that 

should be cared for and handed down from generation 

to generation. For this reason, rivers have been managed 

throughout their long history. However, the paradigm for 

river management has been steadily shifting. 

Until the 1980s, the focus was placed on irrigation and 

river improvements, such as making waterways straight 

and building riverbanks. In the 1990s, there was increased 

demand for river restoration and management for 

healthy rivers and ecosystems. Today, river management 

is focused on sustainable landscapes, cultural values, 

local history, and qualitative growth of local economies, 

signifying the steady paradigm shift of river management.

Shift from damage recovery to preventive 
management

Korean history and culture have developed with the aid 

of rivers. However, rivers were not included as a priority 

of national land development. For example, a total 6.5 

billion USD and 30 billion USD were invested in roads and 

railroads, respectively, but no more than 0.73 billion USD 

was invested for rivers over the last decade. As a result, 

Korea has spent four times more for damage recovery 

than the amount of investment needed for preventive 

measures. In fact, the average annual flood damage has 

approached approximately 2.2 billion USD, while the cost 

of restoration expenditure was about 3.5 billion USD for 

the last five years.

Futuristic water resource management

Clean, abundant water is an important resource for the 

entire global community. Today, countries all across 

the globe face the common issue of climate change. 

Environmental disasters caused by the abnormal climate 

are resulting in widespread damage all around the world. 

Countries that fail to prepare for changes in the water 

environment will not be able to achieve national growth. 

In fact, the very survival of their future generations will 

become unclear. As such, clean, abundant water will 

become a critical resource around the world.

Realization of green growth

The Four Rivers Restoration Project is a multi-purpose 

green project aimed at resolving the aforementioned 

issues. In addition to resolving such water-related issues 

as flooding, drought, and water quality, the project 

brings back life to the nation’s land and creates a cultural, 

tourism, and leisure environment, thereby contributing 

to improvements in the quality of life of the citizens. 

The project also greatly contributes to promoting the 

local economy by creating 340 thousand jobs during 

the project period and generating production-inducing 

effects. This project provides new drivers for low-

carbon, green growth to different regions and promotes 

exchanges among local economies and cultures. The 

rivers serve as the ecological basis for new cultures and 

civilization.

The Four Rivers 
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The Sejong Weir of the Geum River where river water is being discharged through a turning-type flood gate

Approach



Simultaneous execution for the four rivers

Summer monsoon and typhoons hit areas all across 

Korea, and occur in all rivers at the same time. As such, 

the project needs to be carried out simultaneously in all 

four rivers. Despite some criticism for the project being 

executed somewhat hastily, it has been conducted so 

far without trial and error, thanks to Korea’s advanced 

technologies and the know-how it accumulated based on 

diverse experiences. Precipitation levels were extremely 

high all around the nation during the rainy season of  

2011 compared to previous years, yet no areas suffered 

damage.

The Korean government spent approx. 18.3 billion USD 

over three years on the Four Rivers Restoration Project. 

The project is being enabled by the nation’s financial 

capabilities, strong determination, and advanced 

technologies. It sets an exemplary case for countries 

experiencing water shortages or burdened with water-

related damage.

Han River Nakdong River Geum River Yeongsan River

Mainstream
Yeoju Sangju Yeongi Naju

2.54m 3.78m 3.36m 2.13m

Tributary
Seom River Hwangryong River Miho Stream Hwangryong River

0.5m 1.3m 0.5m 0.6m

Reduction of water levels in 2011

Execution of major legal procedures

(Environmental assessment) A prior environmental review 

was completed in June 2009, and an environmental 

impact assessment was completed in June 2010. A 

post-construction environmental impact survey is now 

underway. It is being carried out for the three years from 

commencement to completion of construction.

(Preliminary feasibility study) A preliminary feasibility study 

was conducted for twelve projects, including ecological 

river and bicycle lane projects, in strict observance of the 

rules, pursuant to the National Finance Act. In accordance 

with preliminary feasibility study exemption regulations, 

preliminary feasibility studies were not carried out for 

disaster prevention projects, such as that on reinforcing 

riverbanks and dredging.

(Cultural property survey) 220 specialists from 23 

organizations that the Cultural Heritage Administration 

publ ic ly  announce d as  e xcavat ion -sp e cia l iz ing 

organizations participated in a surface investigation for 

cultural property. It was meticulously conducted over 

three months (February 10 – April 30, 2009). Additionally, 

an assessment was carried out on the distribution of 

cultural assets in the Han River, Geum River, Yeongsan 

River, and Nakdong River basins as well as an assessment 

on designated and non-designated cultural properties 

distributed in the riverbeds and surrounding areas.

The governance

Establishment of the organization in charge of project 

execution and seamless project execution among various 

government agencies.

The headquarters is a pan-government task force 

that consists of officials from several ministries, local 

governments, and public organizations; and public 

relations experts from the private sector.

Since the project requires detailed reviews and advice from 

various fields, advisory committees were established at the 

headquarters that consist of around 1,000 specialists from 

different fields, including the academic sector, research 

institutes, and civic groups. Opinions are frequently 

collected for project execution. Advisory committees 

include senior meetings, policy advice meetings, the 

central council, the expert advisory committee, and the 

citizen advisory committee.

Promotion of the local economy

The turnkey tender approach for the Four Rivers 

Restoration Project has increased the percentage of 

compulsory local joint contracts to 20% or more. It 

strengthened the requirement on how long a company 

should be in a local area to be recognized as a local 

company to 90 days or more in order to promote local 

economies. As a result, participation of local companies 

has reached 37.5%.

Division of zones and tender

In consideration of permissions and approvals, civil 

complaints, compensation, and other factors, work 

zones were divided so that one zone equals a single 

administrative district. Roles were divided in consideration 

of project-executing organizations (Regional Construction 

and Management Administrations, K-water, Korea Rural 

Community Corporation, etc.). In the case of the four 

rivers mainstream project, an order was placed based on 

a turnkey approach that includes design and construction 

in consideration of weirs and embankment locations. For 

cases where more comprehensive project execution was 

needed, including dams and flood control detentions, 

zones were divided irrespective of construction costs. 

Decisions were made in consideration of the particular 

construction capabilities of construction companies and 

the skill sets of architects at architectural firms.

The Four Rivers 
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The Yeoju Weir of the Han River where a cofferdam is being removed



Project schedule

10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

2009 2010 2011 2012

Dec. 2009 Jul. 2011

56.2% 98.8%

Weir 
Construction 72.6%

Water Quality 
Improvement

Dec. 2009 Dec. 2012

69.1% 78.4% 91.9% 100%50.8%

Projects

Dredging

Completed in the Han, Geum, and 
Yeongsan Rivers

Nov. 2009

25.8% 96.2% 100%

100%

Dec. 2011

66.7%

Ecological River 
Works

55.3% 81.3% 97% 100%

Dec. 2012Apr. 2011

8.8% 28.4% 76.9% 100%
Bicycle Lanes

Jun. 2012Jun. 2010

100%
Planting

Oct. 2010 Jun. 2012

11.2% 55.6% 94.0%
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Project statistics

• Dredging : Total 450 million m3

• Ecological restoration works : Total 858km 

• Dilapidated levees reinforcement banks : 784km

• Planting : arbors 188,000, shrubs 12,041,000, 
                     vegetation 37 million m2

• Small hydro-power plants : 270 million kWh per year 

 (enough to satisfy the demand of 58,000 households)

• Bicycle lanes : Total 1,757km 

 Han River : 310, Nakdong River : 665, Geum River : 305, 

  Yeongsan River : 377, (Saejaegil : 100)

• Project areas

 Total length(km) : 1,266 (Han River 255, Nakdong River 470, Geum River 272, Yeongsan River 269)

• Project scopes 

 Total 170 construction zones 

  Mainstreams 114, Tributaries 50, sluice gate 1, detentions 5, dams 2

The Yeoju Weir of the Han River where sufficient water is stored

Disposal of waste matter in the four rivers (Dec. 20, 2011), Unit : million tons

Total 2.87
million tons

waste concrete : 1.63

mixed waste : 0.49

unsorted waste : 0.38

waste asphalt concrete : 0.22

wood waste : 0.15  

Total 2.87
million tons

Nakdong River : 1.69

Han River : 0.50

Geum River : 0.42

Yeongsan River : 0.24

Seomjin River : 0.02

Types of the waste Amount of the waste by rivers

Grand Open
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Waterfront square of the Yeoju Weir of the Han River and a bicycle road on the pedestrian bridge

NOW AND 
INTO THE 
FUTURE



Bicycle road on the waterfront of the Geum River in Gongju City, South Chungcheong Province

Accomplishments

Through the Four Rivers Restoration Project, deficiencies 

of drinking water and water for industrial and agricultural 

uses have been resolved in most regions of Korea. 

Additionally, sufficient water has been supplied for river 

maintenance and environmental uses for water quality 

improvement and ecosystem management.

The Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs 

of Korea divided the whole country into 840 areas by 

Standard Unit Watershed and evaluated flood safety 

grades (level 1 to 5) before and after the Four Rivers 

Restoration Project. Before the project, 36% (305 out of 

840 areas) were classified as flood danger zones (below 

the level 4). However, after this project, most of the 

areas have been relieved from flood danger (National 

Comprehensive Water Resources Plan 2011-2020, Ministry 

of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs)

The government forecasts that water quality and wildlife 

habitats will be considerably improved by the ensuing 

ecological stream restoration projects. In addition to this, 

plans for reducing turbidity and green tide prevention will 

be applied to improve the aquatic environment.

Moreover, Korea will expand its investment in water 

related technology development and establish Korean 

Public-Private Water partnerships in other areas to 

promote exporting Korea’s water technology and 

cultivate overseas expansion.

Water-friendly activities and the local economy

Rivers that are reborn as a result of the Four Rivers 

Restoration Project have created new spaces of culture 

and lifestyle activities. Clear water flows along scenic 

waterfronts and wetlands of different sizes were created 

for various species of animals and plants to grow and for 

increased biodiversity in and near the rivers. 

Furthermore, the project has established a foundation 

for leisure activities. The number of bicycle lanes and 

car camping sites, and suitable conditions are in place 

for people to enjoy high-quality water sports and other 

leisure activities.
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Safe and attractive rivers

River water is being released by opening the flood gates of the 
Seungchon Weir of the Yeongsan River, which is a movable weir

A water-purifying instrument based on photovoltaic and wind 
power is installed at Miho Stream, a tributary of the Geum River



Future rivers

Rivers of affluence

The successful completion of the Four Rivers Restoration 

Project results not only in the restoration of the river 

ecosystems, but also in the coexistence of humankind and 

nature. It repairs and restores the ecosystem, which was 

previously ignored in the name of development, and 

the energy produced from the reestablished natural 

environment is shared by all citizens.

Event for opening of the Juksan Weir of the Yeongsan River

1 Citizens riding bicycles on the waterfront of the Gongju  
 Weir of the Geum River 

2 Bicycle road on a closed-down railroad bridge of the South 
 Han River

3 People enjoying themselves at a car camping site near  
 the Geum River

4 A sports facility on the waterfront of the Nakdong River  
 (Namseong District in Jinju City)
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Waterfront attractions
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Pasa Sanseong (Mountain Fortress) and Ipo Weir, Han River

Autumn of the Seungchon Weir, Yeongsan River Night scenery of the Gangjeong Goryeong Weir, Nakdong River

Bicycle road on the waterfront of the Seungchon Weir, 
Yeongsan River

Ecological waterfront park on Yong Island, Han River

Migratory birds of the Geum River 
(photographed by Kim Beom-tae)

Dalseong Wetland, Nakdong River

Bicycle road in Dasan District, Han River



Rivers, they’re alive:

Be born, grow, leave descendants behind, become extinct, 

and be born again. 

A river itself is the source of nature’s grandeur. 

By improving rivers that were once ruined by humankind, 

Healthy and dynamic rivers will be restored as well as their vitality. 

Rivers will live their own lives in the future. 

Rape flowers near the Dalseong Weir of the Nakdong River


